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Who are we? 

We are the Dartmoor Plodders, an independent youth walking group, established for over 20years. We excel in training young people such 

as yourself (or your offspring) for walking events held throughout the year on Dartmoor.  We are all volunteers, each of us with many years 

of experience; most of us were even youngsters within the Plodders ourselves!  

What we do… 

Training begins in November and goes through till the end of April, after which we usually have a fun weekend, before the Ten Tors 

Challenge, which is the main, and certainly biggest, event in which we partake. We cover all aspects of wild walking from navigation, to 

camping, to the all essential teamwork involved in safe time spent on the Moor. 

What is Ten Tors? 

Ten Tors is a large event in the South West where 400 teams of 6 youngsters traverse the wilds of Dartmoor, unaided, completing 35, 45 

or 55 miles over the course of 2 days. This is a huge event run by the British Army every year. I feel I cannot do the fabulous event justice 

in what little space available here, so for more information, please search for Ten Tors in your favourite search engine, or second favourite. 

How much does it cost? 

We suggest you come along to a walk as a Taster, find out if you like walking with us on the moors, and finishing in the remarkable Fox Tor 

Café. We charge £20 for a taster walk, HOWEVER, if you decide to continue and become a full member, then we will deduct each £20 

from the membership fee, which for this year will be about £130(TBC). Full Membership entitles you to reduced entry to most events, the 

right to wear a Plodders T-Shirt for all eternity, eligibility to be selected for a Dartmoor Plodders Ten Tors team and a Plodders T-Shirt. 

The money goes towards Ten Tors entry fees, providing and maintaining vital team equipment such as tents, cookers and other safety gear 

along with other running costs associated with the walking group. 

Please note that membership does not guarantee a Ten Tors team place. This must be earned on merit, attendance, team skills and walking 

ability and many other criteria. 

We also ask that each member brings a £3 contribution to the T-Shirt fund, so named because if your base layer matches that of mine 

(which it won’t), then you are exempt. The T-Shirt fund is a kitty used to buy each person a hot drink when we finish at the café, and other 

snacks throughout training.  

The other cost is of course kit, and if you are still reading this, you want to know… 

What to do next? 

Come along! Come along to our taster walk, which is on the 14th November. Details of time and place will be posted on our 

website at least 7 days in advance of the walk. Please also fill out the membership form! This will be a day with fun, learning, 

and interesting discovery. A first taste of what it’s like to be a member of the renowned Dartmoor Plodders!  

 

For more details please see our website at www.freewebs.com/dartmoorplodders.  

 


